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Welcome families,  
 
It is a joy to welcome you into our program! Please take some time to read through this 
handbook so you will understand our expectations for our time together. You can always access 
the handbook from our website (under the ‘resources’ tab) or in hard copy form in the black 
policy notebook kept in the sign in area. The policy notebook also has more detailed information 
about certain topics, you are welcome to look through it and request copies of your own. As 
always, if you have any questions or concerns, please let us know. We would love to talk with 
you more about our policies and procedures and can schedule a meeting or phone call to open 
up a discussion.  
 
Warmly,  
 
Jeannie and Susan  
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Mission  
At Wild Primrose Preschool, our goal is to meet children where they are at developmentally and 
encourage them to move forward in their own unique way. 
 
With an emphasis on social and emotional health, children are invited to connect through 
communication-literacy and STEM activities that are inspired by direct experiences with nature, 
gardens, food, and homesteading. 
 
Providing time away from a busy fast-paced life, we offer space and time for holistic multifaceted 
education.  

Inclusion and Anti-Bias Policy 
Wild Primrose Preschool is an inclusive and welcoming school, meaning your family will 

be accepted and valued here regardless of you or your child’s race, religion, gender, ability, 
orientation, class, country of origin, immigration status, language, or education level. We respect 
all family structures; whether you are connected by blood, or law, or love alone, you are 
welcome here. We believe that diversity in our community gives us an invaluable opportunity to 
widen our perspectives and enrich our experiences. We also recognize that 
discomfort/confusion sometimes accompany newness, and there may be a learning curve when 
it comes to various presentations of diversity. We are glad to help point you towards some 
wonderful resources to help support your personal learning. In order to help maintain an 
atmosphere of respect and safety we always ask for communication that honors the identities of 
the people in our community.  

We actively teach anti-bias curriculum at WPP and like all aspects of your child’s 
education you have a right and responsibility to know how topics are being presented. While we 
draw from a variety of resources, the work of Louise Derman Sparks, Katie Kissinger, and 
Rethinking Schools are a regular inspiration to us. As with all topics at school, anti-bias topics 
are presented and discussed in an age-appropriate and relevant manner. Some of the core 
goals and principles of Anti-Bias education can be found on the National Association for the 
Education of Young Children’s website, which you can access with the following link:  
https://www.naeyc.org/resources/topics/anti-bias-education/overview 

Anti-bias work, like most work with young children, is ongoing, ever growing, and 
requires intentional self-work and introspection on the part of the adults entrusted to teach them. 
We cannot say it’s the easiest part of our work, but we feel it is perhaps one of the most 
worthwhile. We as individuals are still learning and will undoubtedly make blunders and 
missteps on our own journeys, but we are committed to keep walking forward towards justice 
and equity.  

We don’t need to know all the personal beliefs, values, and practices of the families in 
our program, but we do ask that parents support this tender aspect of the work we do at WPP. If 
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you have questions or would like help to find resources to support your own learning, please do 
not hesitate to ask. If you find you are unable to walk in this direction with us, it’s likely that Wild 
Primrose Preschool is not a good fit for your family and we send you with love as you look for 
care elsewhere.  

Hours & Calendar  
We are open Monday through Friday 7:30 am until 5:30 pm. Our school year begins in 
September and goes through the month of May. We will remain open and offer summer care 
during June, July and August. We are still working out the plan for what summer enrollment will 
look like, more information will be available mid-year.  
 
September 2019 
9/2 Monday, Closed for Labor day 
9/3 Tuesday, School year officially begins 
9/21 Saturday, Volunteer Day @WPP 8-11 
9/25 Wednesday, WPP Back to School Family Night 5:30-7:30 
 
October 2019 
10/2 Wednesday, WPIT Welcome Family Night 5:30-7:30 
10/6 Sunday, Volunteer Day @WPIT 8-11 
10/25 Friday, Closed Early for Pumpkin Patch Family Event 4:00-7:00 
 
November 2019 
11/9 Saturday, Volunteer Day @WPP 8-11 
11/20 Wednesday, Connecting with Kids Class, 6:00-8:00 
11/28 & 11/29 Thursday & Friday, Closed for Thanksgiving  
 
December 2019 
12/6 Friday, WPP Parent’s Night Out Family Event 5:30-8:30 
12/8 Sunday, Volunteer Day @WPIT 8-11 
12/11 Wednesday, Closed for Family Conferences 
12/24- 12/31 Closed for Winter Break 
 
January 2020 
1/1 Wednesday, Closed for Winter Break 
1/12 Sunday, Volunteer Day @WPP 8-11 
1/20 Monday, Closed for Martin Luther King Jr Day 
1/29 Wednesday, Connecting with Kids Class 6:00-8:00 
 
February 2020 
2/22 Saturday, Volunteer Day @WPIT 8-11 
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TBA, Closed for training 2 days 
 
March 2020 
3/22 Sunday, Volunteer Day @WPP 8-11 
3/23- 3/27 Closed for Spring Break 
 
April 2020 
4/1 Wednesday, Connecting with Kids Class 6:00-8:00 
4/18 Saturday, Volunteer Day @WPIT 8-11 
4/25 Saturday, Spring Fling Family Event 9:30-1:30 
 
May 2020 
5/6 Wednesday, Closed for Family Conferences 
5/17 Sunday, Volunteer Day @WPP 8-11 
5/20 Wednesday, WPIT Student-Lead Family Night 5:30-7:30 
5/25 Monday, Closed for Memorial Day 
5/27 Wednesday, WPP Student-Lead Family Night 5:30-7:30 
 
June 2020 
6/1 Monday, Summer Care Begins 
6/27 Saturday, Volunteer Day @WPIT 8-11 
 
July 2020 
7/3 Friday, Closed for Independence Day 
7/12 Sunday, Volunteer Day @WPP 8-11 
7/24 Friday, Closed early for Camping Trip 
7/24-7/26 Friday-Sunday, Camping Trip Family Event 
 
August 2020 
8/22 Saturday, Volunteer Day @WPIT 8-11 
8/28 Friday, Campfire Night Family Event 5:30-8:00 (May be rescheduled to Sept 4th) 
 
Family Nights: Please plan to attend these two mandatory meetings that book end our school year. This is 
a time for us to come together as a community to share critical information as well as get to know one 
another better. Dinner and childcare will be provided.  
 
Family Conferences: These two mandatory conferences provide valuable time for parents to connect with 
teachers and share information regarding growth and goals of individual children. Please arrange early for 
childcare as our school will be closed and children are not invited to attend.  
 
Connecting with Kids Classes: These three classes, lead by Jeannie and Susan, can be taken together or 
individually and aim to support parents in their desire to connect with their children while navigating the 
ups and downs of raising young children. Dinner and childcare will be provided.  
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Volunteer Days: One day each month, families are invited to come help us keep our environment in 
tip-top play condition. Tasks may include cleaning, yard work, book/toy repair, organizing materials, etc.  
 
Family Events: All family events are free and fun for the whole family! While you are not required to 
attend, we’d love for you to join us and spend time with our learning community.  
 
We understand and respect that for many families, preschool is more than an enrichment 
activity and it is often critical child care as well. In the rare case of an unscheduled closure, we 
will notify you as soon as possible and try our best to remain open through the use of substitute 
providers. However, it is your responsibility to arrange for back up care in the event that 
we do need to close unexpectedly.  
 

Daily Schedule 
Our schedule is meant to provide children with a reliable rhythm during their time with us. This allows 
children to know what to expect ahead of time and focus on the learning at hand. We also know that 
children's needs and focused learning fluctuate so we may modify it. 
 
7:30 Open, before care available 
 
8:15 School starts, breakfast*  
 
8:45 Welcome circle** 
 
9:00 Classroom centers 
 
10:00 Lower yard free play 
 
12:15 Lunch 
 
1:00 Rest 
 
3:05 Snack 
 
3:30 Afternoon centers/circle 
 
4:15 Small groups 
 
5:00 School ends, after care available 
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5:30 Closed 
  
*If it’s likely that your child will need the focused support of a teacher during drop off, we ask that you 
leave time for the goodbye transition to happen before 8:15. Once the school day starts teachers need to 
shift their attention to managing breakfast and circle time.  
 
**All children need to be at school, ready to learn by 8:45. Morning circle is a time for us to recognize 
each child, to share the plan for the day, and to set the tone for the day’s work and it’s important that your 
child joins us. 

Family Expectations for Arrival and Departure 
Families will enter and exit Wild Primrose Preschool via the lower driveway, and can park in the 
designated parking area on the right. If the parking lot is full, please do not pull forward into the 
driveway, park on the street instead. The dutch door will be likely be unlocked during high traffic 
hours and families are welcome to come right in without knocking- this is a place for you and 
your child! If you find the door locked during business hours, use the code to unlock the door 
and please make sure you lock it behind you when you leave. Please only use this door to 
enter/exit the school, and walk up the driveway to access the upper play yard. We want the 
children to always be in the habit of using these access points, and the other 
doors/paths/outside stairs are not licensed for child use and are not maintained in a way that 
ensures everyone’s safety. Similarly, the blue and green flags act as a temporary fence- do not 
go under or over them- instead always walk around them and make sure only your own child 
enters and exits the flagged area with you.  
 
Arrival 
The first stop will be at your child’s hook were shoes, jackets and backpacks can be taken off 
and stored. Water bottles can be placed on the stairs. Rest bags need to be placed either inside 
the sliding door or on the stairs (depending on where your child rests). Next, adults and children 
need to go together to wash their hands in the laundry room. After this, Make sure you sign 
them in and check their “paperclip mailbox”. Finally, please bring your child to the space where 
we are, and be certain a teacher sees that you are dropping off your child. We ask that you 
follow this routine each day so your child knows what to expect upon arrival and you have a 
chance to give/receive any pertinent information.  
 
If it’s likely that your child will need the focused support of a teacher during drop off, we ask that 
you leave time for the goodbye transition to happen before 8:15. Once the school day starts 
teachers need to shift their attention to managing breakfast and circle time. All children need to 
be at school, ready to learn by 8:45. Morning circle is a time for us to recognize each child, to 
share the plan for the day, and to set the tone for the day’s work and it’s important that your 
child joins us. Children may not arrive after 8:45 unless a special arrangement has been made 
in advance. Please call or text us if an emergency or unexpected event delays your arrival.  
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To us, "ready to learn" means that the child is fully awake, has had time to freshen up and has a 
clean body and clean fresh clothes on. A ready to learn child has either eaten a solid breakfast 
at home or has enough time to eat breakfast at school (For school breakfast they need to be 
here around 8:15/8:20). And a ready to learn child needs to have time to separate from their 
parent and join the group in a way that feels respectful and unhurried, if not always "happy". 
Children who are ready to learn are comfortable physically, emotionally, and socially, which 
allows their brains and bodies to shift into school mode and engage with the work at hand. 
 
If your child is having a difficult time transitioning into their school day- don’t worry! We view this 
as typical behavior and you have many different options: 
- Stay for a few minutes while you read your child a book, or play a short activity 
- Invite your child to wave to you through the window  
- See if your child is interested in holding their family picture while you go 
-Ask a teacher to hold your child’s body or hand while you leave 
 
We know leaving your child when they are upset can be tricky, especially if you’re in a hurry. 
Rushing through drop off, leaving without saying goodbye, or showing your own discomfort can 
accidentally give your child the message that you’re not sure if they will have a successful day 
at school. When it’s time for you to walk out the door, we find it’s best to give your child a clear 
message that you are leaving, that you will be back, and that you are confident they will have a 
good day at school.  
 
Departure 
We ask that you give your child enough time to tidy up the materials they are working with as 
you sign them out. Children are often tired and ready to head home when they see their 
parents, other times they might like a few minutes to finish their work or share something with 
you. Please take a few minutes to greet your child and make a plan with them. Sometimes when 
parents arrive a child’s behaviors begin to escalate into wild/loud play, conflict with their peers, 
boundary testing, or the release of big emotions. This is their way of signaling that they have hit 
their limit and are ready for you to take the lead and help them transition out of their school day. 
This may mean that you need to leave without cleaning up or finishing a conversation. 
 
Thank you in advance for being respectful and giving yourself enough time to be out the door by 
5:30pm. 
 
Children will only be released to custodial parents and/or legal guardians unless specified 
otherwise on the Authorized Pick-Up Form. In order to give families more flexibility during 
emergencies or unexpected circumstances, we encourage parents to list at least one adult on 
their Authorized Pick-Up Form. All adults (including parents) not met in person before the child’s 
start date MUST bring a photo ID the first time they pick up the child.  
 
If your child is not picked up on time, you will be charged $1.00 for every minute past 5:30pm 
that your child remains in care. That time will be based on the teacher’s clock.  
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Things to Bring From Home 
-One full change of seasonally appropriate clothes 
-More extra clothes if your child is likely to need them due to toilet learning or a love of sensory 
play 
-Outdoor gear for the weather: 

Fall: Layers, waterproof jacket, boots, optional rain suit/rain pants 
Winter: Warm waterproof coat (or a warm sweater and waterproof jacket), warm 
waterproof boots (or rain boots with double socks), hat/hood, gloves/mittens, snow 
pants if there's snow on the ground  
Spring: Layers, waterproof jacket, boots, rain suit/rain pants if wanted 
Summer: Shorts, short sleeves/sleeveless shirts, thin fabric for long sleeve shirts/pants, 
sandals or sneakers, SPF shirts/hats 
 

-Rest items must include a crib sheet and blanket. A small pillow and/or ONE stuffy if desired  
-Water bottle 
-Backpack/bag to store child’s clothes during the day, we’ll provide a tote bag for rest items 
 
*Please write your child’s name or initials on all items. Lost items? Check the lost and 
found basket. 
 
Things to leave at home:  
-All personal toys, games, books, technology gadgets 
-Jewelry, makeup 
-Tie shoes. While often stylish, affordable, and/or given as gifts, very few preschool age children 
can tie them independently. Please send them to school in shoes they can manage on their 
own, or replace the traditional laces with the curly “pull laces”.  
-Scarves 
-All food, drinks, and snacks  
-Topical medications (sunscreen, chapstick, diaper cream, lotion, etc) need to be labeled with 
your child’s name and given to a teacher. Due to safety concerns, they cannot be kept in your 
child’s bag/pocket.  

Outdoor Policy 
Chances are, you enrolled your child at this school, in part because of our extended outdoor 
time. In order to be faithful to this, we plan to go outside multiple times a day and participate in a 
variety of activities. This means we are guaranteed to be outdoors during rain, snow, wind and 
all ranges of safe temperatures. Our goal is to keep a few extra sets of outdoor gear on hand, 
but it is your responsibility to make sure your child has the appropriate gear to safely and 
comfortably work and play outdoors for several hours. Out of respect to all the other children 
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and families who come prepared, we are not able to stay inside because one family forgot their 
gear, and we may ask you to provide it before your child can stay and participate. If providing 
outdoor gear for your child is a financial burden, please let us know and we will help you find a 
solution.  

Tuition and Fees 
We offer the following schedules with tuition due on the 1st of each month. These are the 
2019-2020 school year rates. Tuition rates will be raised annually in September to 
accommodate for cost of living adjustments. The start of each school year also has an 
enrollment fee of $300 for new families, and a choice between $200 or 20 volunteer hours for 
returning families.  

Five day week: $1150 monthly tuition 
 
Four day week: $1000 monthly tuition  

Three day week: $850 monthly tuition 

Two day week: $700 monthly tuition 
 
We gladly welcome families enrolled in DHS programs or who plan to pay for childcare using a 
government subsidy. Families will be responsible for paying any DHS required co-pays as well 
as any tuition rate differential.  
 
Find a friend! If you refer a family to our program and they decide to enroll their child, you will 
receive a $50 credit to your account during their second month of enrollment.  
 
You can pay us using all forms of checks, money orders, or using Zelle (find us listed under our 
email address). We do not accept cash. Tuition payments should be placed in your child’s sign 
in tab, placed in the mailbox, or sent by mail. Please make sure your child’s first name is written 
somewhere on the check. All payments must be received during business hours. Payments 
made after business hours will not be processed until the next business day, which may cause 
payments to be late and accrue late fees.  
 
Tuition payment for the month is due on the 1st day of that month. Payments not made in full by 
the 5th of the month will accrue a $25 late fee. Returned checks will accrue a $25 late fee. If the 
account is not paid in full by the 10th of the month the child may not return to care until the 
account is brought current. Accounts remaining unpaid beyond the 10th of the month may be 
grounds to terminate the contract.  
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The first two weeks of care are a trial period, during which time either party may terminate 
without advanced notice. After the trial period, any modifications families would like to make to 
their contract, including termination will require a written notice thirty days in advance.  
 
Children are not allowed to be dropped off before 7:30am. Children are required to be picked up 
before 5:30pm. Late pick ups will acquire an additional $1 fee for every minute the child is left in 
care past 5:30pm. The time will be determined by our clock. After the third late pick up the 
child’s enrollment may be forfeited and their slot may no longer be held for them. 

WPP Trading Days Policy 
We invite our currently enrolled families to indpendantly coordinate with other enrolled families 
to swap/buy/sell/trade days to help accommodate any vacations or special plans you may have. 
This is how it works: 
 

1. You continue to pay WPP your regular tuition. 
2. You send out an email/text to WPP families that says which days you’re looking to 

sell/buy. 
3. Mention the currency you’d like to trade with, be clear and creative. For example: 

-I’m selling Mondays in July for $50 each. 
-I’d like to swap our Tuesday next week for someone’s Friday 
-I’d like to give our Friday June 10th to someone who can watch my child from 10-4 
on Saturday June 22nd 
-I’ll change the oil in someone’s car if they can trade for a Wednesday in May 
-We need help moving! We’ll give you a free day in June for every 4 hours you help.  

 
      4. Please let us know in writing once you’ve made a trade, so we know which child to 
          expect. It’s also helpful if you write a note in the sign in book.  
      5. Should there be a misunderstanding and more than one child show up, the child who 
          paid tuition and was originally scheduled for that day will be given priority to stay. It’s 
          your responsibility to get the details of your trades figured out and in writing if needed. 
 
Please note that any permanent changes to schedules should be made by placing a request for 
your desired slot on the waitlist. More information about the waitlist can be found in the family 
handbook. 
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Waitlist 
Families wishing to enroll their child at Wild Primrose Preschool at a later date can be placed on 
the waitlist. In order to be waitlisted, families need to attend a tour and submit the completed 
enrollment packet and a non-refundable $20. Being placed on the waitlist does not guarantee 
enrollment at a later date. It does, however, guarantee that the child will have priority to enroll in 
any open slots as they become available.  
 
When any slot becomes available, the family at the top of the waitlist will be contacted first. 
They will need to make a choice to either enroll or pass on the slot. If they choose to pass, they 
will remain at the top of the waitlist and the next family on the list will be offered the slot.  
 
Families will have up to one week to decide if they want the available slot. If they do, they can 
either begin care immediately or pay a deposit to hold their spot for up to 3 weeks. The deposit 
amount is $100 for a 2 day slot, $150 for a 3 day slot, and $200 for a full time slot. The deposit 
will be credited towards the first months tuition. 
 
If a family decides to accept a slot that is not their first preference (ie Family wants full time, but 
accepts a 3 day/week slot) they may choose to remain at the top of the waitlist and will therefore 
have the first option to switch into a more ideal slot once it becomes available.  
 
Families whose child is under age three will be automatically passed until their child reaches 33 
months, at which point they will be offered slots respective of their position on the waitlist.  
 
Priority is given to currently enrolled families, as such, a current family looking to change their 
slot will be added to the top of the waitlist and is not required to pay the $20 fee.   

Health Policy 
We follow the Health Department exclusion policy. This means that we can care for mildly ill 
children, however, there will be times when you cannot bring your child to school due to illness. 
If your child has an unexplained rash, fever, green/yellow mucus, diarrhea, or vomiting, you 
must keep them out of care until those symptoms have resolved for 24 hours, without the use of 
medication. If your child develops any of these symptoms while in care, we will ask you to come 
pick your child up immediately. If you are unable to pick up your child you will need to arrange 
for someone on their emergency contact list to come get them.  
 
Additionally, if your child has head lice they will need to be picked up immediately and will not 
be allowed to return to care until nits and eggs are no longer present. 
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Minor Illness and Injury Policy 
While healthy and safety is a priority at Wild Primrose Preschool, it is still likely that your child 
may obtain small cuts and scrapes, bumps or bruises while in our care. You will receive written 
notification, typically via text message, of any injury or illness your child receives while in our 
care. The following is our minor injury and illness protocol: 
 
Illness: 
-Upset stomach; encourage children to try and use the bathroom, drink warm/cold water, eat a 
few crackers, rest 
-Headache; encourage children to drink water, rest 
-Stuffy/runny nose; encourage children to blow nose often, offer chest rub 
-Sore throat/cough; encourage children to drink warm/cold water, offer chest rub. 
 
Injuries: 
-Small open wound, cut, or scrape; wash with soap and water, bactine and a bandage. 
-Small bump, bruise or red mark; cold washcloth, ice pack. 
-Minor burn; cold running water, ice pack. 
-Sliver; child attempt to remove with tweezers/tape, wash with soap and water, bactine 
and a bandage. 
-Blister; cover with a bandage, wash with soap and apply bactine if it ruptures. 
-Pain with no noticeable mark; cold/warm washcloth, icepack 
 
If the injury/illness gets more serious, child complains of increasing discomfort, or if they are 
unable to participate in our daily activities you will be called and asked to pick them up. 

Medication Policy 
Prescription RESCUE Medication 
• Prescription medication must be brought to the program in its original container and include 
the child's name, the name of the medication, the dosage, the number of times per day and the 
number of days the medication is to be administered. This prescription label will be accepted as 
the written authorization of the physician. 
• The program will not administer any medication contrary to the directions on the label unless 
authorized by written order of the child's physician. 
• The parent must fill out the Authorization for Medication Form before the medication can be 
administered. 
 
Prescription Non-Rescue Medication 

Our program does not administer this type of medication. Parents are welcome to come 
administer the medication to the child on site.  
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Non-prescription Medication 

Our program does not administer this type of medication. Parents are welcome to come 
administer the medication to the child on site. 
 
Topical Ointments and Sprays 
Throughout the year a few topical medications will likely need to be applied to your child 
including sunscreen, bug repellent, lotion, and antiseptic. Due to the high frequency of use and 
the inability to predict when they will need to be used, we ask for you to sign a blanket 
permission slip for the application of these topical medications that will be effective for one year 
unless otherwise revoked in writing. 
 
Sunscreen : During "sunburn season" we ask that your child come to school with sunscreen 
already applied. We will reapply sunscreen after nap or as needed. We will notify you of the 
specific sunscreen before it is used. 
 
Bug Repellent: During "mosquito season" We ask that your child NOT come to school with bug 
repellant on, as we do not want pesticides in our learning environment. We will apply a 
natural, plant based bug repellent as needed. We will notify you of the specific bug repellent 
before it is used. 
 
Lotion : Throughout the year children often get dry skin due to frequent hand washing 
and dry weather. We will notify of the specific brand upon request.  
 
Antiseptic : For small cuts and scrapes we will have children wash the area with soap and 
water. After that we will apply a spray of "Bactine" (Active ingredients; Benzalkonium and 
Lidocaine). This is the only medication we will be applying to cuts and scrapes unless your 
doctor requests an alternate. 
 
Chapstick: If you feel that your child needs to use chapstick at school, please write their name 
on it and give it to an educator. We will keep it in the first aid kit and provide access to it 
throughout the day, either at planned intervals or upon child request.  
 
All Medications 
• All medications must be given to the Educator directly by a legal guardian. 
• All medications will be stored out of the reach of children. All medications that are considered 
controlled substances must be locked and kept out of reach of children. 
• The Educator will be responsible for the administration of medication. 
• The program will maintain a written record of the administration of any medication (excluding 
topical ointments and sprays) which will include the child's name, the time and date of each 
administration, the dose, and the name of the person administering the medication. This 
completed record will become part of the child's file. 
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-All unused medication will be returned to the parent if possible, or disposed of in accordance 
with Department of Public Health guidelines. 

Toileting Policy 

Most children will be on their way towards independent use of the toilet by the time they 
are old enough to enroll in our program. However, we welcome children with all levels of 
mastery and constancy. We practice Elimination Communication (EC). Human waste 
will be discussed as a normal everyday part of life and children will learn about 
elimination as a biological response to the many functions of our amazing bodies. We 
will also respect the complicated task of mastering the use of the toilet and will never 
respond with disgust or an attempt to shame or embarrass children who are still working 
towards consistent toilet use. We will use the actual names of body parts involved with 
elimination including penis, urethra, vulva, and anus. 
 
Children at all levels of independence will be encouraged to participate and learn 
relevant skills during toileting. This includes removing their own clothes, cleaning their 
own bodies, dressing themselves and cleaning up any soiled items as they are able. 
Children will receive clear instructions regarding holding toilet paper/wipes to properly 
clean themselves. By the time a child is 5 we will encourage them to do most of the 
wiping on their own, but we’ll do one wipe after a bowel movement if the child requests 
it. If there is a situation where a child has a large amount of poop on their bodies that is 
too messy to clean with a few wipes, we may ask the child to undress and step into the 
shower so we can rinse them off with running water. If this happens we will let you 
know.  
 
We will not coerce your child to use the bathroom at certain intervals or in certain ways. 
Instead, we will give them lots of information, encourage them to listen to their bodies, 
provide lots of opportunities to use the bathroom, and point out the natural 
consequences of their choices (both desirable and undesirable). We understand that 
there may be times when you as a parent have strong preferences regarding your 
child’s toileting frequency or method (diaper vs toilet). While we understand and respect 
this, we are unable to enforce such preferences at school. You are more than welcome 
to encourage your child to toilet in the way you prefer, and we can remind them of your 
wish, but ultimately the choice will be theirs.  
  
If your child isn’t totally consistent in their ability to use the toilet, we ask that you send 
at least one additional change of clothes to school each day (totaling two or more). If 
your child wears diapers or pull ups, you will be responsible for providing them along 
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with any cream that your child will need during their day. We expect children at this age 
to understand why their diaper needs to be changed regularly and be willing to 
participate and allow changes to happen as needed. If your child refuses a diaper 
change we will contact you. Children refusing to change a wet diaper can remain at 
school as long as the diaper is not leaking. If your child refuses to change a diaper 
containing poop, you will need to come pick the child up. We change diapers using the 
“stand up method” and request that you join us in using the same procedure if you 
change your child’s diaper at school. Diapers must always be changed in the bathroom, 
and you can find instructions for the stand up method inside the diaper cupboard as well 
as in the policy notebook.  

Rest Time Policy 
Engaged learning can be exhausting, and a midday rest is the way we honor the hard work our 
bodies and brains do during the day. After lunch, each child is asked to spend time relaxing 
quietly on a cozy resting cot that is set up with a sheet, a blanket and perhaps a pillow of stuffie. 
During the beginning of the rest period a teacher may read aloud, sing or play an audio book. 
Then children will be given some time to rest independently, and sleep if they need to. Soft 
music will be played during this part of rest time, and teachers will maintain supervision while 
also moving in and out of the room- cleaning and preparing for the afternoon. Towards the end 
of the rest period, children who are awake will be invited to do some quiet work on their resting 
mat which might including reading books, writing in a journal, drawing, doing yoga, or working 
on a puzzle. Finally, children who are awake will be asked to clean up their resting materials 
and children who are asleep will be allowed to keep sleeping.  
 
As with most things, we believe that the child should have as much independent regulation of 
their body as possible. We do not try and persuade children to sleep by rubbing their backs, or 
stroking their heads. We also do not wake children up early if they have decided to fall asleep. 
Our consistent message to children at rest time is “You do not have to sleep, listen to your body 
and do what’s best for you. You only need to lay quietly on your cot for a bit so that your friends 
can fall asleep if they need too. Soon it will be time to play again.” We will not coerce your 
child to fall asleep or attempt to wake them early. Instead, we will give them lots of 
information, encourage them to listen to their bodies, provide the opportunity to rest 
quietly, and point out the natural consequences of their choices (both desirable and 
undesirable). We understand that there may be times when you as a parent have strong 
preferences regarding your child’s daytime sleep, while we understand and respect this, 
we are unable to enforce such preferences at school. You are more than welcome to 
encourage your child to sleep or stay awake, and we can remind them of your wish, but 
ultimately the choice will be theirs.  
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We ask each family to bring a crib sheet and a small blanket for their child to rest with. A pillow 
and small “stuffie” are optional. We will send soiled items home to be washed as needed.  

Meal Information  
While at school, children are served breakfast, lunch and an afternoon snack. These meals are 
included with tuition and are an integrated part of our Food and Nutrition Curriculum. As per the 
USDA food program guidelines, each meal includes an age appropriate portion of various food 
groups. 
 
The food is cooked onsite by the teachers and seasonal, local, and organic food is prioritized as 
well as food grown onsite. Children are invited to participate in food preparation as often as 
appropriate including a weekly ritual of making soup and bread for our lunch. We eat "family 
style" and children assist in setting the table, serving themselves and clearing their place when 
they're finished eating. Meals are a social time, when teachers eat with children and everyone is 
encouraged to enjoy the food and time together. 
 
During meals, children are all asked to join the group at the table and put some of each type of 
food on their plates. However, children always get to decide which foods they try and how much 
they eat. At each meal we learn about the foods being served, including the nutritional benefit of 
choosing to eat it. We always encourage children to listen to their bodies, especially when it 
comes to eating and feeling full. Everyone clears their own space after meals; composting 
uneaten food, stacking dirty dishes, cleaning up spills and washing their hands and faces. 
 
We understand that there may be times when you as a parent have strong preferences 
regarding your child’s food consumption, while we understand and respect this, we are 
unable to enforce such preferences at school. You are more than welcome to 
encourage your child to eat a certain amount or try food in a certain way, and we can 
remind them of your wish, but ultimately the choice will be theirs.  

Dietary Restriction Policy 
At WPP food is important to us, and serves as a regular aspect of our curriculum. We want each 
child to feel good about nourishing their bodies during our meal and snack times. We also want 
families to feel good about what food is being offered to their child during the day and we will 
work together with families to make a plan for a child that has a dietary restrictions due to 
allergies, medical conditions, mora, cultural,l or religious exemptions.  
 
We are proud to participate in the USDA food program, which helps reimburse us for the cost of 
food we serve the children. As participants in this program we are required to follow their 
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guidelines for meals that insure all children have access to a variety of healthy food in 
developmentally appropriate portions. We depend on this reimbursement to help subsidize the 
rising cost of high quality food we serve in our program.  
 
USDA will fully reimburse us for any child who receives modified meals due to a allergic/medical 
restriction that is confirmed by a Doctor to be necessary. Families who request food 
substitutions for other reasons can work with WPP to figure out a detailed plan of which foods 
need to be substituted and who will be responsible for providing them.  

Rules and Discipline Approach 
At Wild Primrose Preschool we have only four rules; Be Safe, Be Respectful, Be Kind, and Be 
Responsible. They may seem like big concepts for young children. Here are some examples we 
use to explain what each rule means. 
  
Being safe means nobody's body is hurt, nobody's feelings are hurt. 
Being respectful means helping everyone to feel important, taking care of materials. 
Being kind means touching gently, speaking compassionately, and waiting patiently. 
Being responsible means taking care of yourself, following directions. 
  
While we will be clear to establish the rules and behavioral expectations with your child, they will 
always view you as the "number one boss." You can help provide them with security and 
confidence by reminding them of the rules during your morning commute and by modeling 
appropriate behaviors while you are here. When your child sees you washing your hands at 
arrival, speaking warmly to other children and helping to pick up materials before you leave, 
they will be more likely to act that way while you are gone too. 
 
We believe that there is no such thing as a "bad kid" or even "bad behavior." Instead, we view 
all behaviors as attempts by the child to get their needs met. It's from this perspective that we 
are able to creatively partner with children to shift their behaviors towards actions and 
expressions that are safe, effective and appropriate for a school setting. 
 
We will not ever use corporal punishment, verbal assault, shaming, guilting, coercing, 
threatening, or isolation in attempt to change a child's behavior. We don't even see a need to 
use time out or bribes at school. 
 
Instead, we make sure children develop a strong understanding of appropriate ways to express 
needs and feelings, and help them learn to be aware of the needs and feelings of others. We 
discuss the natural consequences to their chosen actions and help them develop plans to avoid 
unwanted reactions while reaching their desired outcomes. There are discussions and 
reminders daily about what kinds of behaviors are expected and appropriate for our school 
setting. 
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If a child is really struggling, we may invite them to process their feelings in a safe space, away 
from other children or particular activities, or perhaps very close to a teacher. When the child is 
ready and able, we will debrief what happened and make a plan to avoid it in the future. 
 
If there is a conflict between children, teachers will be in very close proximity but will only 
intervene if it begins to feel physically or emotionally unsafe. Our goal will always be to allow 
children to fully express their feelings and needs to one another, and to collaborate in reaching 
a solution that works for them. We will also advocate for restorative justice, which at this level 
often means refraining from requiring children to apologize and instead encouraging children to 
ask some basic questions of one another: 
 

1. Are you ok? 
2. What do you need to feel better? 
3. Did that fix it? 

 
In the unlikely case that a child's behavior is regularly unsafe and/or requires excessive 
amounts of teacher attention, the child's behavior will be closely documented and their family 
will be asked to become involved in helping to resolve the situation. 

Family Communication 
While we will be glad to see you at arrival and departure, your child will likely need our support 
and attention during this transition time, and we ask that all conversations happening in front of 
the child also include them.  
Look up 
There are several bulletin boards in the hook area as well as the sign in space. While some of 
them are a bit stagnant with mandated postings, we update the “ask me about” white board 
daily, and post the current menu weekly. Anything needing your urgent attention will be posted 
near the sign in book- so keep your eyes peeled!  
 
Write it in the book 
There is a space in your sign in sheet where you can  leave and respond to quick written notes 
that can help us all be informed about your child. This is a perfect spot for you to indicate 
upcoming vacations or planned absences, as well as any days you have traded with other 
families. Noting who is picking up and approximately when that pick up will happen can give us 
useful information for children who become anxious about that part of their day.  
 
Texting/Emailing 
During the school day, texting is the most convenient way for us to touch base with you. We ask 
that you do not text the teachers directly, which can be distracting for them while they are with 
children. Instead, please text the director and we will make sure the communication keeps 
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flowing. For longer messages, email is a great choice. We often send out group emails that will 
have information that is critical for all families to know, please make sure emails from us aren’t 
headed to your spam file. We will also send out regular newsletters via email, another great 
reason to open things coming from us!  
 
Social Media 
We will be posting photos and some informational updates on our website, facebook, and 
google business page. We invite you to follow us, like us, and rate us! Please note, we will not 
be using social media platforms to have individualized communication with enrolled families.  
 
Photo Sharing 
While your child is at school we will regularly be taking photos of them for a variety of reasons. It 
might be to document the learning that is happening, to show families and/or the wider 
community what is happening at Wild Primrose, or to use for advertising. We always want to use 
the photos of your child in a way you are comfortable with. We also ask that all families be 
respectful by asking parent permission or cropping out other faces before sharing or posting 
photos that include other people’s children.  
 
Policy Notebook 
Near the sign in book you will also find a policy notebook. This has a hard copy of this family 
handbook, a copy of the state licensing rules, reports from our various licensing visits, and some 
miscellaneous and detailed policies we are required to give you access to but didn’t feel were 
critical to include in the handbook.  

Family Involvement  
We’ve said it before and we’ll say it again- your family is the number one source of education for 
your child! The better partnered we are, the more consistent your child’s learning and growth 
can be.  

 
Family Activities 
Each school year we have a handful of events and activities that we invite you to be a part of!  
 
Family Nights: Please plan to attend these two mandatory meetings that book end our school 
year. This is a time for us to come together as a community to share critical information as well 
as get to know one another better. Dinner and childcare will be provided.  
 
Family Conferences: These two mandatory conferences provide valuable time for parents to 
connect with teachers and share information regarding growth and goals of individual children. 
Please arrange early for childcare as our school will be closed and children are not invited to 
attend.  
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Connecting with Kids Classes: These three classes, lead by Jeannie and Susan, can be taken 
together or individually and aim to support parents in their desire to connect with their children 
while navigating the ups and downs of raising young children. Dinner and childcare will be 
provided.  
 
Volunteer Days: One day each month, families are invited to come help us keep our 
environment in tip-top play condition. Tasks may include cleaning, yard work, book/toy repair, 
organizing materials, etc. You are welcome to work at both sites, regardless of where your child 
is enrolled. This is a great way to get in your volunteer hours if you opted for that over the 
school year fee.  
 
Family Events: All family events are free and fun for the whole family! While you are not required 
to attend, we’d love for you to join us and spend time with our learning community. For the 
pumpkin patch trip we close early and each family drives their own child (or carpools!) and we 
meet up at the patch for an evening of fun. The parent’s night out is exactly that- you leave your 
children with us for the evening and go have fun while we do activities, eat pizza, and watch a 
short movie. Spring fling is a social time for us to gather and celebrate the changing seasons. 
The camping trip is a particularly favored event, come for a night or two or just visit for the day! 
Finally, our campfire night is a special ceremony to mark the transitioning school year. 
 
Family Visits 

Most of the time, children are asked to exist in a world made for adults, and preschool is 
one of the few spaces where adults are asked to exist in a world made for children. While you’re 
here, you can show respect for the children’s work by staying low and on the periphery. 
This means sitting on the ground (or on a stool if you’re unable to manage the floor), crouching 
down when you’re engaging with children, and hunkering down against a wall or fence in a way 
that is not blocking materials or the paths of children.  

Another thing we ask of all adult visitors, is that they keep their interactions with other 
children to a minimum. Of course we invite you to be respectful and warm, greeting children and 
making introductions are encouraged! Understandably, this expectation is different while you 
are sharing an experience, leading an activity, or spending time in a situation that invites small 
conversations (like a meal). Beyond that, we ask that you redirect children back to their own 
work by letting them know you are here to spend a bit of special time with your child, and then 
asking them a question such as “What do you get to work on right now?” or “I wonder what you 
should be doing at this time?” We work hard to create a learning environment and plan of 
engagement tailored to each child’s needs and goals, and it’s easy for well meaning adults to 
interfere with those plans unintentionally. If another child seems particularly interested in 
engaging with you, feel free to check in with a teacher who can help that child rediscover their 
own work. If your child begins to collaborate with another child, great! We ask that the adult 
steps back from the play and sits quietly while the children build their friendship. If you ever feel 
that there is a conflict, or other situation with another child that might need the support of an 
adult, we ask that you come to a teacher right away and let us be the one to handle the 
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situation. If you feel that your own child needs to be redirected or reminded of expectations, we 
invite you to handle that in a way that feels most appropriate to you.  

Please do not take photos or videos while you are here, many children have specific 
photo release plans and are trusting us to protect their child’s privacy.  
 
New Child Acclimation  

We believe that starting a new school can feel tricky for some families, and we provide 
up to three acclimation visits for new children to help ease them into their school experience 
with us. The first two visits should happen during low-transition work-learning times, either in a 
classroom or lower yard. Typically this will be from 9:30-11:30. The visit right before regular 
attendance should be during the morning routine, so that the child (and adult) can walk through 
arrival, transitioning upstairs, breakfast time, circle time, and the beginning of classroom work. 
This morning routine visit should be from 8:00-10:00. During these visits we ask that any adults 
joining the child review the family handbook so they have a good sense of what routine 
elements and expectionation surround the time of day they’re visiting. These visits are to help 
the child learn about the school with a bit of extra support from a trusted adult, so it’s important 
that the adults are modeling the appropriate behaviors that we are expecting the child to 
demonstrate the following day. We ask that grown-ups wash hands, sit at the table and eat 
meals, explore and clean up materials with their child, and participate in circle time with the 
same enthusiasm and respect that they hope their child will! If the adult is ever unclear about 
the expectations, they can model for the child how to check in with the teachers to gain clarity. 
While you are present your child will recognize you as the primary authority figure, and you can 
help transfer some of that authority to the teachers by asking about and following the school 
plans and rules.  

This is also a useful time to help your child figure out where to keep their water bottle, 
rest time items, and outdoor gear. It’s also important they know where the bathroom is! You can 
help your child learn the names of other children and both teachers, as well as giving them a 
few strategies to ask in case they forget.  
 
Drop off and pick up 

You are welcome to stay for a bit at drop off and pick up, as it can be a good opportunity 
to see your child in action, meet some of their friends, or check out some of the materials 
they’ve been talking about at home. During this type of visit you can join right into whatever 
work your child is doing! Of course these can also be tricky times of the day, with lots of 
transition and high emotions. Because of this, we ask that you give both your child and a 
teacher a heads up about how long you plan to stay and limit your visit to 10 minutes.  

We expect this age group to be very curious about the consistency of rules and 
boundaries, it is important work for them to discover who has power and how flexible various 
limits might be. When you are here with your child, you are their number one grown up, and it is 
very likely that they will have some strong feelings about being separated from you during the 
day. At drop off, anticipating the good-bye can make it tricky for a child to get started with their 
school day. At pick up, your child may be eager to reunite with you and lose focus of their prior 
work. If your child demonstrates behaviors that are increasingly loud, big, and fast, or they seem 
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disengaged, distracted, or begin to clearly test limits and boundaries, we believe it is their way 
of saying “I’m uncomfortable because I’m unsure about who is in charge right now, I’m ready to 
shift.” At this point, we encourage you to respect your child’s message and cut your planned 
visit short, tell your child it’s time to leave, and follow through promptly. 

We realize that children are often excited to play with their family at school, but we ask 
that you do not let your child play in the spaces the group is not currently using. If you are alone 
with your child on a floor of the school, or outside without the group, we ask that your child 
remain near you and helps you do the task at hand (hanging up jackets, walking to the car, 
washing hands, etc) and does not use that time to play and explore. It can be confusing for 
children, especially if parents do not have all the information regarding how children are 
expected to use particular spaces/materials. It may also be that the space was set up in a 
particular way and needs to not be disturbed. Finally, it can pose a liability risk if someone were 
to become hurt.  

 
Family Activities 

If you’d like to come visit in a more intentional way, we invite you to join us for a 
particular activity. Most of the time these activities will last 15-45 minutes, and all need to be 
scheduled at least a few days in advance. Here are a few ideas: 
 
-Join us for a meal or snack 
-Sing or play an instrument for the group 
-Share about an experience such as your work, hobby, trip, or holiday tradition 
-Share a special skill with us such as art, gardening, cooking, building, dancing 
-Teach us a game 
-Share photos at your child’s Birthday circle 
-Sign up to be a mystery reader!  
-Attend the school/community festivities and events WPP hosts 
-Join us for a walk to the park or around the neighborhood 
 

If you are leading an activity, be prepared and have your materials ready to go, as the 
children will be eager to experience what you are sharing with them. Make sure you speak 
clearly and slowly, and signal a teacher handle any children who are uninterested or unable to 
engage in your activity. If you are here for a group time such as meals, circles, or transitions 
where all the children are moving locations together, we ask that you join the group physically 
and model the same behaviors we are asking the children to demonstrate.  
 
Observation 

Sometimes adults may want to come and simply observe the way we work and learn at 
Wild Primrose. This can be particularly beneficial to current or prospective parents or those 
studying to become early educators. We welcome observations and ask that out of respect for 
the children’s work you remain quiet and come without your children.  
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Child Records and Individualized Learning 
All children will have a private file that contains all of their enrollment paperwork and any 
records pertaining to the child. This file is available for you to review by request.  
 
With a group of children, it’s important to us each individual child is being encouraged to grow 
and learn in their own way and on their own timing. Part of our work as teachers is to carefully 
observe children and take notes on their work. We record this is in many ways and use it as a 
base to create your child’s learning goals. We then use these goals to guide our activity and 
curriculum planning.  
 
We will be documenting the ways your child is learning and growing and will be eager to share 
this with you in a variety of ways, including family conferences. The dates for conferences will 
be given to you in the annual calendar so that you can have ample time to arrange for time off 
work and alternative child care. Ideally, all parents would be able to attend the conference, but 
at least one parent must attend. There is no provided child care and we will not be able to have 
a full and honest conversation about the child if they are in the next room playing, because of 
this children are not welcome to attend. We encourage parents to partner up to offer child care 
to each other's children during the slot before/after their own. The play yard will be available for 
parents working to collaborate in this way. During your conference, we will share information 
about your child’s growth and together we will set individualized goals for your child and work 
together to help your child find ways to thrive. These conferences often feel too short, so please 
come prepared with any information we ask you to provide and let us know beforehand if there 
is something you’d like to take time to discuss. Finally, please understand that these 
conferences cannot be rescheduled.  
 
Throughout our time in the field, we have not found it successful to treat early education as 
“kindergarten prep,” perhaps with the exception of the few months directly preceding the big 
transition. What we have repeatedly found is the brilliant, astounding development that occurs 
when children and adults engage in an exploration of the world and grapple with what it means 
to live together with others in respectful loving community. This means you won’t likely find 
uniform crafts or mandated handwriting activities amongst your child’s school work. Instead, we 
will use a variety of methods to document and share the work that happens during our days, 
including photos, transcription, and ongoing documentation of learning over time.  

Birthdays at Wild Primrose Preschool  
We want to honor and celebrate each child’s birthday, and so at Wild Primrose Preschool we 
invite the birthday child to be the center focus of our special 15-20 minute “birthday circle”. We 
will begin the circle by showing a photo of the birthday child when they were a newborn baby, 
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and reflecting on how small, new, and dependant they were. Then the child will carry a globe for 
one trip around “the sun” while we sing a song: 
 

The Earth goes round the sun 
The Earth goes round the sun 
Another year is done, is done 
The Earth goes round the sun 
(Tune of Farmer in the Dell) 

 
Then we will show a photo of the child at age 1, and talk about how they changed, the new 
skilled they mastered, etc. And again, they will walk around the sun while we sing. Next will be a 
photo and discussion of the child at age two, etc. When we reach the child’s current age we will 
reflect on the many exciting things that might be in store for them in this new year of life and 
offer predictions and advice, cheers and claps as we welcome them into their new age.  
 
Family is welcome, but not required, to attend the birthday circle. We will make sure and take 
lots of pictures to share either way. On the day of your child’s birthday circle, please send a 
picture of them as a newborn, one around their first birthday, one around their second birthday, 
etc. Please let us know if they are photos that can be handled by children (we’d love to pass 
them around) or if they are precious “only copies” in which case we will make sure and display 
them safely out of reach.  

Plan for Meeting Potential Emergencies 
This document lays out the plan of action should a disaster/emergency happen during Wild 
Primrose Preschool hours of operation. We will be alert to emergency warnings, and will follow 
the instructions of law enforcement and other designated authorities. We will use our training 
along with our best judgment to assess the situation and make the choices needed to keep 
ourselves and the children in our care safe and healthy until they can be reunited with their 
parents. In the event of any disaster/emergency, we will first contact emergency services and 
second we will call and text all custodial parents. If phones are not working we will send emails 
and post updates on facebook.  
 
In the event of a medical emergency: 
A medical emergency is an event where one or more children need urgent medical care 
from a hospital. 
We will first contact emergency services, perform first aid/CPR on the child having the 
emergency and ensure the safety of the other children in care. As soon as we are able we will 
call the child’s parents and notify them of the emergency. We will ensure that either a teacher or 
a parent remain with the child at all times, including if the child needs to be transported to the 
hospital. The other teacher will remain with the group of children, keeping them safe and calm.  
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In the event of a shelter in place emergency: 
These are events that make it safer to remain sheltered inside than to be outside or 
evacuate and may include severe storms, dangerous person threat, chemical/radiation 
exposure, power outage, and earthquakes. 
All parents will be notified. Teachers will remain with students on site until they are picked up by 
a parent or authorized adult. Teachers will have access to attendance records, emergency 
paperwork, rescue medication, a first aid kit, and an emergency kit that includes food and water, 
temporary toilet, child activities, and other emergency supplies. We will shelter in place upstairs 
in the main classroom, unless it is safer to be in the basement.  
 
In the event of an evacuation: 
These are events that make it safer to leave the main school building and may include 
flood, fire, gas leak, dangerous person threat, chemical/radiation exposure, and 
earthquakes. 
All parents will be notified. We will bring the first aid kit, attendance records, and emergency kit 
with us. If the evacuation is short term, the entire group will move out to the studio and/or the 
green house. We will remain there until it is safe to re-enter the building and/or the children are 
picked up by their parents. If the evacuation is long term, we will post a note on the door 
explaining where we have evacuated to. We will walk to the Milwaukie City Planning Building 
(6101 SE Johnson Creek Blvd, Portland, OR 97206) or the Wichita Center (6031 SE King Rd, 
Milwaukie, OR 97222) 
 
In the event of an earthquake:  
We will drop and take cover until the shaking stops and it is safe to move. We will then follow 
the evacuation procedure.  
 
In the event of a lock down: 
This is an escalated dangerous person threat whereby we believe the children are in 
direct danger. 
All parents will be notified. One teacher will move all children into the main classroom, turn off 
the lights, and close the windows. The other teacher will lock all the doors and windows and get 
the first aid kit, attendance book, and emergency kit before joining the group. If needed, the 
entire group will move into the bathroom where the door can lock. We will then follow the shelter 
in place procedure.  
 

Certificates and Affiliations 
Jeanise Suihkonen: 
Associates Degree in Early Education  
Master Trainer for OCCD 
Infant and Child First Aid and CPR 
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Food Handlers License 
 
Susan Nasiombe:  
Bachelor's Degree in Elementary Education 
Master's Degree in Education, Leadership and Management (focus on Social Justice Education) 
Community Trainer for OCCD 
Infant and Child First Aid and CPR 
Food Handlers License  
 
Wild Primrose Preschool 
Certified by the Oregon Department of Early Education 
City of Milwaukie Business License  
Clackamas County Health Inspected  
USDA Food Program 
DHS 
Oregon Family Child Care Network (OFCCN) 
Professional Resource Organization (PRO) 
Oregon Association for the Education of Young Children (OAEYC) 

Mandated Reporting 
All teachers and directors are legally required to report susspecions of child abuse and neglect.  

Report complaint 
We are licensed as a Certified Family Child Care and we abide by the applicable Oregon State 
Rules and Regulations. We have a copy of the rules on hand if you’d like to review it. You can 
also find them online via a link to the Oregon Early Learning Website on the Resource page of 
our website.  
 
If you have a question, complaint or a problem we would love to have a discussion with you. If 
you do not feel comfortable with that and feel that it is serious, you may make an official 
complaint to the Office of Child Care’s Central Office at 1-800-556-6616. You will speak to a 
compliance specialist who will take your information and refer it to a local child care licensing 
specialist to follow up on. You may also check our programs complaint and compliance history 
by following a link listed in the resource page of our website. 
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